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ABSTRACT
The Blockchain industry in recent years has gained 
much publicity as many business inventor and 
innovators have come to understand its potential 
and capabilities. Government backing has especially 
certified and put an acceptance seal on the use of 
blockchain in restructuring many industries.

The advent and creation of new chains in additional 
to the already existing once makes blockchain 
interoperability even more important and of a wider 
and better use to every blockchain enthusiast. An 

even more interesting aspect of the blockchain 
space is its diverse nature where platforms make 
use of different architectures and protocols.

This whitepaper describes Paybswap and how it 
utilizes the power of cross-chain interoperability. 
Paybswap is a decentralized application running on 
the Binance Smart Chain, Polkadot and Ethereum 
blockchains. A cross-chain automated market maker 
(“AMM”) on Binance chain that enables two tokens 
to be exchanged on the Binance Smart Chain.

On our NFT marketplace, we offer a platform where 
content creators can trade NFTs

INTRODUCTION
Decentralized finance popularly known as DeFi is the year 2020s revolutional move from the previously 
favorite traditional, centralized financial systems to an easier and more accepted peer-to-peer finance which 
is enabled by decentralized technologies built mostly on the Ethereum blockchain.

The DeFi ecosystem introduced a number of integrated protocol networks and financial instruments with 
lending and borrowing platforms being the most popular. Now with over $7 billion worth of value locked in 
Ethereum smart contracts, decentralized finance has emerged as the most active sector in the blockchain 
space, with a wide with diverse examples to be utilized by individuals, developers, and institutions.
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CURRENT INDUSTRY PROBLEMS

Low Interoperability

The three biggest and most popular blockchains are Bitcoin, Ethereum 
and Binance Smart Chain,with each of these having their own DeFi related 
ecosystem and community. The advantage of interoperability is that it allows 
for activities on different blockchains to interact with each other. However, until 
this becomes more popular and accepted many projects will remain isolated 
from each other.

Low Liquidity

With the advent of DeFi, liquidity has become more important than ever. As 
of October 2020, a total of $12.5 billion is known to have been locked in DeFi. 
However, this is just a pinch of salt when compared to traditional financial 
systems.

Uncertainty

It is not uncommon for projects to suffer from the errors and mistakes 
occurring from the blockchains on which their projects are built. This increases 
the uncertainty and instability that may exist with a host blockchains network. 
A very typical example we see today is with the constant improvement that the 
ethereum network is undergoing and the errors that occurred during the move 
from PoW to the new Eth 2.0 PoS system.

Higher Gas fees

The Gas fees one needs to pay in order to send ETH nowadays is ridiculously 
expensive. This makes using the Ethereum network totally unviable for smaller 
transactions, thereby, eliminating a lot of DeFi activity for the average trader or 
investor.
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AUTOMATED MARKET MAKER BUILT ON BSC
Why Binance Smart Chain (BSC)?

Binance Smart chain is fast, more scalable with the best transaction fee. Even though BSC might not have 
the level of adoption Ethereum does at current, we believe in Binance’s ability, drive, and capability to get it 
mighty close in the foreseeable future.

Paybswap is a cross-chain 
automated market maker 
(“AMM”) on Binance chain 
that enables two tokens to 
be exchanged on the Binance 
Smart Chain. Different tokens 
are traded on our platform. 
The Automated Market Maker 
(AMM) model simply implies that 
while trading digital assets on 
the exchange/platform, there is 
typically no order book where 
you are paired with another 
person.

Alternatively, you trade against 
a liquidity pool. Those pools 
are filled with funds from other 
users. They deposit into the 
pool, receiving liquidity provider 
(or LP) tokens in return. The 
basic trading functionality of 
PaybSwap comes directly from 
the pankcakeswap codebase. 
Liquidity providers are 
incentivized for providing liquidity 
to trading pairs with rewards 
drawn from the fees paid by 
users swapping among the paired 
assets.
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PAYBSWAP PRODUCTS
• Protocol & Smart contracts
• Layer 2 marketplace NFT
• Marketplace.
• 

Layer 2 Bridge and Cross-Chain Token Swap

Among speculators and investors, cross-chain 
solutions are constantly becoming a thing of 
interest. As products and platforms grow in 
popularity, interoperability between separate chains 
is becoming increasingly vital. With protocol layers 
often solving a range of legacy economy issues, 
connecting different solutions into one complete, 
homogeneous ecosystem could be the game 
changer between cryptocurrency mass adoption 
and failure. Paybswap is a decentralized application 
running on the Binance Smart Chain, Polkadot and 
Ethereum blockchains.

Paybswap is an Automated Market Maker (AMM), 
just like Uniswap. Users can deposit their digital 

assets on Paybswap and exchange them seamlessly 
for another asset, all in a decentralized environment. 
Uniswap offers swap pairs that are only limited to 
Ethereum and ERC- 20 tokens, but Paybswap goes a 
step further and enables cross-chain token swaps, 
thus providing more liquidity.

PaybSwap takes full advantage of ’s cross-chain 
features in order to power trading between assets 
from multiple blockchains using the Bridge. Building 
a cross-chain bridge is to connect Ethereum Chain 
and Polkadot ecosystem. Paybswap’s architecture 
consists of the main chain called “The Relay Chain’’, 
connecting to different blockchains through “The 
Bridge Chain’’.

The Relay Chain — The relay chain is the main Paybswap chain, this is where all the independent 
blockchain connects.

The Parachain — Parachain is known as “parallelized chains’’, which are built on the Paybswap layer, and 
they operate in parallel.

The Bridge Chain — These are the solo chains that connect external blockchain networks like Ethereum, to 
the main relay chain. The cross-chain communication amongst the external chains and the relay chain goes 
via the bridge chains.

Validators — These are the nodes that actually validate everything on the Paybswap network and add 
blocks to the main relay chain.
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Collators — These are the nodes that are responsible for collecting all the transactions happening on the 
Parachains and send them to validators to add these transactions in the blocks, which are later added to the 
main relay chain. The overall architecture is neat and simple, it provides more interoperability and cross-
chain communication by introducing a separate Bridge Chain. The transaction accumulation and validation 
process are also done separately, which means more speed and more efficiency.

The type of cross-chain transactions presently supported on PaybSwap Bridge is Burn and Mint transactions 
where the users can “burn” pegged assets from one host chain and “mint” the equivalent amount of pegged 
assets on another host chain.

Voting

Voting in PaybSwap is determined by these two parties:

Core - proposals posted by the PaybSwap team. The results will be determined and announced by the core 
team.

Community - proposals posted by the PaybSwap community that is reviewed by the core. These are used 
to propose ideas and show the communities’ point of view and majority take on ideas. The PaybSwap team 
reviews every community vote and will often move any vote with strong community support up to the CORE 
proposal level.

Governance

Activity & Time Weighted Proof of Importance:

When voting, the value of a token’s vote will be determined not only by its numerical weight, but also by the 
historic voting activity of its owner, as well as the length it has been held by the owner.

Using Paybswap

You will notice if you visit https://paybswap.finance/ that many features are inaccessible until you click on 
Unlock App. Click on it, and you will have a few options: MetaMask, Trust Wallet, WalletConnect, Binance 
Chain Wallet, and other options. But wait, we hear you say, isn’t MetaMask an Ethereum wallet? Yes, it is, 
but the architecture of Binance Smart Chain is such that you can use MetaMask to interact with BSC-based 
DApps. Once you have got that setup, you can unlock your wallet to reveal additional information. You will 
see that different LP tokens promise different returns. So how can you add liquidity?
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PAYBSWAP MARKETPLACE:

CROSS-CHAIN YIELD FARMING
The section will give a high-level overview of the paybswap protocol, that interacts with each other actors, smart 
contract, and other services. Also helps to give an overview of the flow between two blockchains through the 
chainlink mechanism.

However, paybswap cross-chain automated market marker uses the bridge modules made possible my 
polkadot, while the yield farming uses the chainlink mechanism.

Paybswap’s marketplace a peer-to-peer marketplace 
for crypto goods, which includes collectibles, 
game items, and other virtual goods secured by a 
blockchain. On Paybswap, anyone can buy or sell 
these items through our intelligent contract. These 
goods are digital items that you can collect.

These goods can have different categories, and the 
only rule is that they are 100% digital and tokenized 
and that they are 100% yours once you pay for them, 

as the transactions and proof of ownership are 
stored forever on the blockchain.

Items include collectibles, game items, and many 
other types of digital goods. Intelligent contracts 
secure all transactions. The assets are live on the 
blockchain and are created on the Binance Smart 
chain and are their property so that you can view 
them at any time.
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CROSS-CHAIN 
YIELD FARMING
The section will give a high-level 
overview of the paybswap protocol, 
that interacts with each other actors, 
smart contract, and other services. Also 
helps to give an overview of the flow 
between two blockchains through the 
chainlink mechanism.

However, paybswap cross-chain 
automated market marker uses the 
bridge modules made possible my 
polkadot, while the yield farming uses 
the chainlink mechanism.

PROTOCOL CONTRACTS
VAULTS

Vaults represent the user in the system and are the internal customer for investments. There is one vault 
per deposit token, and they are crosschain in nature to the strategies they interact with.

Their primary tasks are to:

• process user deposits and withdrawals, minting or burning LP tokens as receipts for these;

• manage disposable funds, ensuring there is enough to satisfy the minimum amount available to handle 
withdrawals, and issuing withdrawal requests from strategies when more funds need to be added; and

• deposit funds into strategies, when there is a surplus of funds in the vault above what’s required to be 
kept at disposal.
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VAULT MANAGER

The major task of the vault manager is a set 
of contracts that will help to invest the tokens 
in diverse blockchains and mint or burn the 
equivalent internal LP tokens to track the 
investment funds in the different chains. The Vault 
manager smart contract uses the Chainlink service 
to call other blockchains and third-party service. 
Chainlink is a decentralized oracle network that 
gives smart contracts secure and reliable access to 
data providers, web APIs, enterprise systems, cloud 
backends, IoT devices, payment systems, other 
blockchains, and much more.

CONTROLLER

On Paybswap, the controller acts as the gatekeeping interface between vaults and strategies and manages 
communication and fund flows. Deposits and withdrawals in and out of strategies flow via the Controller. 
It keeps track of the addresses for the active vaults, strategies, tokens, and strategy rewards destination, 
acting as a pseudo-registry that verifies the origin and destination of a transaction. The Controller similarly 
handles strategy movement, transferring funds from an old strategy to a new one.

REGISTRY

The registry is a wrapper of the controller that comprises additional meta-data about active addresses.

STRATEGIES

Strategies are investment instruction sets, written by a Strategist. They are agnostic to the vaults that 
use them. Strategies execute step-by-step functions with the objective to generate yield. They do so by 
interacting with:

• other services, such as vaults, lending, and insurance; and

• external 3rd party services, such as Aave, Curve, Chainlink and Maker.

Rewards are claimed and re-invested into the strategies, with deductions for Management fees and for 
compensating the Strategist.
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TREASURY

The Treasury contract accumulates all the Management fees sent from the strategies. It’s an intermediate 
contract that can convert between different tokens, currently normalizing all rewards into yCRV. It calls two 
functions:

• toVoters(), sending part of the fees to the governance voters, as a reward for their participation; and

• toGovernance(), sending part of the fees to the multi-sig to cover gas costs and other expenses.

GOVERNANCE

Governance is a combination of the PAYB staking contract to participate in Governance voting, and the 6-of-
9 multi-sig that executes the decisions by the PAYB holders.

Governance manages the Vaults, Controller, and Strategies by calling functions on these contracts.

Vault management

• Set governing address, through setGovernance(), in order to upgrade governance contracts.

• Set controller for the vault, through setController(), in order to upgrade controllers.

• Set amount of disposable funds at hand in vault, through setMin(), in order to manage how large 
withdrawal amounts require a Vault to issue a withdrawal request to a Strategy, via the Controller.

Controller management

• Set governing address, through setGovernance(), in order to upgrade governance contracts.

• Add vaults for the Controller to manage, through setVault(), in order to introduce new vaults.

• Set address to receive management fees, through setRewards() in order to upgrade the Treasury.

Strategy management

• Set Strategist address, through setStrategist(), in order for Strategists to receive their rewards and to 
interact with the system.

• Add an approved Strategy, through approveStrategy() on the Controller, in order for Strategists to be 
able to activate the Strategy in question.

• Remove an approved Strategy, through revokeStrategy() on the Controller, in order to prevent 
Strategists from being able to activate the Strategy in question.
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PROTOCOL ACTORS
USER

A end-user.

• Deposits funds into vaults, to receive LP tokens, through calling deposit();

• Withdraws funds from vaults, by depositing (effectively burning) LP tokens into vaults and receiving the 
corresponding deposit token amount back in return, through calling withdraw(). If the vault does not 
have enough funds to handle the withdrawal, this triggers a cascading withdraw() call via the Controller 
to the Strategy to liquidate enough funds to process the withdrawal.

• 

KEEPER

Automated bot that calls contract functions. It queries the Registry to get the appropriate Vault and Strategy 
addresses and then calls:

• earn() on the Vault, which checks for funds available to be deposited into a Strategy and then deposits 
those.

• harvest() on the Strategy, which triggers the Strategy to claim any rewards, pay management and 
Strategist fees, and re-invest the remainder into itself again.

STRATEGIST

Creates and manages Strategies.

• Interacts with the Controller to set the 
active strategy, through setStrategy(). 
Only Strategies approved by 
Governance can be set.

• It’s paid the Strategist management fee 
directly from the Strategy.
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TOKENOMICS

Token Name: Paybswap

Token Sticker: PAYB

Total Supply: 1,000,000,000

Contract Address: 0x916792fd41855914ba4b71285c8a05b866f0618b

40% Circulating Supply: 400,000,000 (To be distributed during presale)

20% Staking and Farming: 200,000,000 (Locked for 14 Months)

10% Liquidity: 100,000,000

17% Marketing and Development: 170,000,000 (Locked through a smart contract, release as and when 
needed)

10% Team and Advisors: 100,000,000 (Locked through a smart contract 10% approved for withdrawal 
monthly)

3% Reserved: 30,000,000 (For contingencies)

Token Audit Reports
https://cutt.ly/Evtwtzv
https://cutt.ly/lvtwauE
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ROAD MAP

Q4 2020

• Project Planning and Research

Q1 2021

• Smart Contract Creation
• Audit

Q2 2021

• Farming Pool Launch
• Staking pools
• Marketing
• DEX Launch
• CEX Listings
• Coinmarketcap listing
• Coingecko listing
• Governance

Q3 2021

• Cross-Bridge implementation
• Partnerships Announcement
• Paybswap NFT Launch

Q4 2021

• Bridge connecting to Polkadot ecosystem
• More products release
• Continuous Improvement and marketing
• Expansion
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Partnerships:

Paybswap will partner with several financial 
institutions and blockchain companies to help 
promote its exchange globally.

Social Media Marketing:

Social media today is an efficient marketing 
strategy for every industry, Paybswap will adopt all 
social media marketing strategy to help market its 
exchange and services carried out. The platforms 
that will be used for paid ads include bing, google, 
facebook, instagram, twitter, linkedin e.t.c

Airdrop and Bounty Campaigns:

Airdrop and bounty campaigns are one of the top 
marketing approaches for of every crypto project. 
Tokens will be given out for specific tasks.

Ambassadorial Program:

 We hope to have Telegram communities in 
different regions that would help spread the words 
and likewise make a few of them ambassadors of 
PAYBSWAP.

Blockchain Events:

As a global exchange, Paybswap will host several 
blockchain summits in various continents of the 
world. These events will bring various crypto 
influencers together and there by promoting our 
exchange.

Listing on Exchanges:

Paybswap token will be listed on major top volume 
exchanges. Our token and exchange will be listed on 
coinmarketcap, this is to enable our users check on a 
regular our price on exchanges, trade our tokens and 
as well know our rank on coinmarketcap.

MARKETING STRATEGY
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DISCLAIMER
This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any 
offer by Paybswap to purchase our token nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the 
basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract or investment decision. All proceeds of the Paybswap 
token sales shall be used to expand Paybswap’s businesses and operations.

No person is bound to enter into 
any contract or binding legal 
commitment to the contribution to 
the Paybswap token sales event and 
no cryptocurrency or another form of 
payment is to be accepted based on 
this Whitepaper.

Eligibility to participate in Paybswap’s 
future sales event may vary 
depending upon your country 
of citizenship or residence. Final 
decisions have not yet been made 
in that regard but will be announced 
well in advance of the date on 
which our token will first be made 
available for private and/or public 
contributions.

No regulatory authority has 
examined or approved of any of 
the information set out in this 
Whitepaper. No such action has 
been or will be taken under the laws, 
regulatory requirements, or rules 
of any jurisdiction. The publication, 
distribution, or dissemination of 
this Whitepaper does not imply 
that the applicable laws, regulatory 
requirements, or rules have been 
complied with.
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